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Abstract| In this paper, we propose a bandwidth guaranteed
multi-access protocol for broadcast-and-select WDM local networks
with a star topology. The proposed protocol is based on a combina-
tion of contention and reservation mechanisms for time slotted WDM
networks. Every node accesses the data channel by transmitting re-
quest packets in minislots on a separate control channel. There are
two types of minislots; reservation minislots and contention minis-
lots. Nodes requiring bandwidth guarantees, called guaranteed nodes,
use reservation minislots, that are assigned by the control node. The
remaining nodes share contention minislots using a random access
mechanism. Each node dynamically assigns data channels for the
minislots successfully returned on a First-Come-First-Served (FCFS)
basis. Here, the number of reservation minislots is allocated by the
control node. The remaining minislots are used for contention min-
islots. The reservation minislots can guarantee a minimum band-
width for the guaranteed nodes. The contention minislots enable on-
demand services at the optical layer and achieve good fairness for
the remaining bandwidth. This protocol can be implemented with a
simple distributed algorithm that e�ciently utilizes the data channel.
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I. Introduction

The advancement of semiconductors and optical tech-

nologies in the past decade has revolutionized communica-

tion networks. Particularly, optical �ber is being used as

a replacement of copper wire cable in telecommunications

due to its well known superior characteristics such as large

bandwidth, very low error rate and low cost [1]. For exam-

ple, a single-mode �ber has a bandwidth of about 30 THz

in the low-loss region of 1.3 �m to 1.6�m.

However, electronic devices cannot utilize the whole

bandwidth, since they can only handle bit rates up to a

few Gbps. Nevertheless, it is di�cult to lay new �bers in

order to accommodate the increasing bandwidth require-

ment. One way to overcome the electronic bottleneck with-

out laying new �ber is to use the wavelength division multi-

plexing (WDM) technology. WDM is a means to carve up

entire optical bandwidth to multiple non-interfering wave-

length ranges. Each wavelength is independently accessed

by electronic devices and the entire bandwidth is utilized

through either shared or dedicated access. Today, optical

networks are mainly backbone or physical layer networks.

However, optical networks in the form of all-optical net-

works are becoming transport networks, that can directly

accommodate high level network services.

Broadcast-and-select WDM network is a good solution

for all-optical local area networks. Distributed super-

computing, cluster computing and broadcasting studio ap-

plications impose critical requirements on WDM networks

[15]. This is because diverse premise equipment can be di-

rectly interconnected to the network. Various tra�c types

that directly handled by end system equipments, such as,

circuit switched, packet switched, and so on, can be simul-

taneously exchanged. The provision of a wide variety of

services can be supported, where applications with di�er-

ent quality of service (QOS) requirements can coexist [4].

Several multi-access protocols and architectures for

broadcast-and-select WDM local area networks have been

proposed in the literature [2],[8],[9],[14]. Recently proposed

access protocol can achieve high wavelength utilization up

to 100% [10]. However, so far, most e�orts have been fo-

cused on protocols for just one generic tra�c type. Thus,

bandwidth guarantee in multi-access protocols is becom-

ing an important issue for WDM local networks. Although

some recent proposals present bandwidth guaranteed algo-

rithms to accommodate real-time multimedia services, the

main focus was on scheduling algorithms for given tra�c

type [5], [6]. So far, no random-access protocols that can

guarantee minimum bandwidth have been presented.

In this paper, we propose a contention and reservation

protocol that provides on-demand services as well as band-

width guaranteed services at the optical layer. The pro-

tocol can guarantee minimum bandwidth. The remaining

bandwidth is fairly shared by all nodes. Moreover, the

data channels are e�ciently utilized. The protocol is imple-

mented with a distributed algorithm based on contention

and reservation mechanisms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we describe the network architecture and the

proposed protocol. In Section III, we analyze the through-

put for each node via simulation. A conclusion is provided

in Section IV.

II. The Proposed Multi-access Protocol

A. Network Architecture

Fig. 1 shows the network architecture being considered

in this paper. It is a broadcast-and-select WDM local area

network where every node interconnects with a passive star
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coupler as a star topology. There are M access nodes and

one control node (i.e.,M+1 nodes). The usable bandwidth

is divided into N + 1 wavelengths, �
0
, �

1
, � � �, �N . The

wavelength �
0
is dedicated to the transmission of control

information. The other N wavelengths are dedicated to the

transmission of data tra�c. In what follows, we associate

each wavelength with its corresponding channel.

Each node has a FT-FR-TT-TR structure, that is a

�xed-transmitter, a �xed-receiver, a tunable-transmitter

and a tunable-receiver. In Fig. 1, the �xed- and tunable-

transmitters are on the left of the star coupler, and

the �xed- and tunable-receivers are on the right. Fixed

transceivers (transmitters and receivers) are locked on the

control channel, �
0
. But tunable transceiver can tune to

any wavelength, �i within the range ofN data channels and

send/receive information on the channel, simultaneously.
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Fig. 1. Network architecture.

Fig. 2 shows a typical channel structure over time. All

optical links are slotted with time slot, Ts. The transmis-

sion time of data and control packets are synchronized at

the beginning of each slot. In this �gure, the �rst hori-

zontal line, represents the control channel �
0
. The other

N lines represent the data channels. Also, Tr is the size

of the reservation information region and Tm is the size of

the minislot. m is the number of minislots.

Figs. 3 and 4 show data and control slot structures in

details. As depicted in Fig. 3, the data packet size is �xed

although it may be less than the slot size. This is because

the tuning latency is included in a slot time and it is con-

catenated to the transmission time of a data packet, Td.

Although the tuning time is dependent on the device tech-

nology, we assume that it is negligible (Td ' Ts) [5].

The size of a control slot is also �xed to that of a data

slot, Ts. But, the control slot is further divided into a

reservation information and m minislots. The reservation

information consists of X bits. Each bit is dedicated to

a guaranteed node through a connection control mecha-

nism, which gives the reservation status of the correspond-

ing guaranteed node. The maximum number of guaran-

teed nodes is limited to the number of bits, X. Moreover,

the size of the reservation information can be very small

compared with the slot length, since the reservation infor-

mation is a bit pattern. In this paper, therefore, we can

assume that the overhead of the reservation information is

small compared to the portion of the minislots.

The number of minislots, m is de�ned by

m = b
Ts � Tr

Tm
c; (1)

where bzc indicates the largest integer not greater than z.

There are two types of minislots; reservation minislots and

contention minislots. The reservation minislots are used for

the guaranteed nodes. The contention minislots are shared

by all other nodes. The number of reservation minislots,mr

is variable. It is dynamically allocated by the reservation

information which is managed by the control node at ev-

ery slot. The remaining minislots,mc(= m�mr) are used

for contention minislots. Each minislot delivers a request

packet that consists of a source address, destination ad-

dress and queue status. The source address represents the

node sending the request packet. The destination address

represents the destination node for the request packet. The

queue status is reserved for future usage.
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Let's consider the round-trip delay between a transmit-

ter and a receiver. The round-trip delay is equal to the

end-to-end propagation delay, � . Usually, the propagation

delay is negligible since electric propagation speed is much

faster than the data rate. However, in optical networks,

the data rate is considerably higher and approaches the

optical propagation speed [15]. In this case, the propaga-

tion delay is not negligible. Fig. 5 shows two examples of

the propagation delay, where we assume that the network

diameter is 2Km and the packet size is 8000 bits. In case
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(a), we assume that data rate is 10Mbits=s. In case (b),

we assume that data rate is 1Gbits=s. In the former case,

� is 2

3

2�10
8 = 10�sec, where the electric propagation speed

is assumed to be 2 � 108m=s. Ts is 8000

10�106
= 800�sec.

The propagation delay is negligible compared with the

packet transmission time. However, in the latter case, � is
2

3

2�10
8 = 10�sec, where the optical propagation speed is as-

sumed to be 2�108m=s. Ts becomes 8000

1�10
9 = 8�sec. Thus,

the propagation delay is closed to the packet transmission

time. Depending on the data rate, the end-to-end propa-

gation delay is an important consideration in the design of

a multi-access algorithm. Thereby, the propagation delay

should be considered in designing multiple access protocol

for WDM networks.
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Fig. 5. Various end-to-end propagation delays in the network.

B. Protocol

In the protocol described below, we assume that the

guaranteed nodes have established a connection with the

control node. When the connection is established, the

control node assigns an available bit in the reservation

information, and maintains each bit according to the re-

served bandwidth. The control node guarantees the re-

served bandwidth by marking the corresponding bits in

the reservation information (called reservation marks). The

frequency of the reservation marks indicates the reserved

bandwidth.

Fig. 6 shows the ow diagram of the proposed proto-

col. It consists of three procedures; the reservation, the

pre-transmission and the transmission control procedures.

In this �gure, (a) shows the transaction ow between the

control node and the access nodes in the reservation con-

trol procedure, and (b) and (c) show the transaction ow

between the access nodes in the pre-transmission and trans-

mission control procedures, respectively.

In the reservation control procedure, the control node

sends reservation information an every slot by marking bits
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Fig. 6. Flow diagrams of the proposed protocol.

according to the reserved bandwidth. Upon receiving the

reservation information, each node checks the reservation

marks, and allocates minislots (called reservation minis-

lots) as much as the number of reservation marks (see (a)).

Each marked bit corresponds to a reservation minislot. The

order of the reservation marks indicates the position of the

reservation minislots: �rst reservation minislot is associ-

ated with the �rst reservation mark, the second one is as-

sociated with the following reservation marks, and so on.

The remaining minislots are used for the contention minis-

lots.

In the pre-transmission control procedure, each node

that has a packet to be sent chooses one minislot and

transmits a request packet. In case the node is a guar-

anteed node, the node uses the reservation minislot that is

allocated to it in the reservation control procedure. If the

reservation information bit is not marked, the node must

wait until the reservation information bit is marked. Other-

wise, the other node randomly selects a minislot among the

contention minislots using the slotted ALOHA mechanism

(see (b)). When minislots have been selected, every node

transmits a request packet in the minislot. Reservation

minislots do not incur any collision since each is dedicated

to one guaranteed node for the given slot. However, colli-

sions may occur in contention minislots when two or more

nodes choose to transmit the same minislot.

After a round trip delay, all nodes receive the returned re-

quest packets and process them according to the transmis-

sion control procedure (see (c)). Without discrimination

for the type of minislot received, each node runs the same

transmission control procedure on a FCFS-basis. First, the

node examines the optical level of the minislot received.

From the optical level, the node can check the optical col-

lision of the request packet. Next, the node examines the

destination address to the addresses received. This address

examination can eliminate the receiver collision with the re-

quest packets arrived before, since some nodes may trans-

mit request packets to the same destination. If a request

packet is collided due to the optical collision or destination

conict, the node retries the control procedure at the next

slot. If a request packet is successfully returned without

any collision, a data channel is sequentially allocated. The

order of the successfully returned request packets indicates

the address of the data channel: �rst data channel is associ-

ated with the �rst successfully returned request packet, the

next one is associated with the next successfully returned

request packet, etc. When the data channels are assigned,
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the source nodes tune their transmitters to the data chan-

nels to transmit their data packets on the data channels.

The destination nodes also tune their receiver and receive

the data packets after a round-trip delay.

Let's show an example of the control procedure. In this

example, we assume that M = 10, X = 6, m = 5, and

� = 1. Reservation information bits 1, 3, and 5 are as-

signed to reserved nodes 6, 2, and 3, respectively. Fig. 7

shows the reservation control procedure. The control node

sends the reservation information at every slot as shown in

the �gure. In slot k�1, the control node sends the reserva-

tion marks in bits 1 and 3. Upon receiving the reservation

information, each node counts the number of reservation

marks, and allocates two minislots, 1 and 2 (called the

reservation minislots) for the guaranteed nodes in slot k.

The di�erence between k and k + 1 is caused by the prop-

agation delay. The guaranteed nodes, 2, 3, and 6 further

check the speci�c bits, 3, 5, and 1 in the reservation infor-

mation, respectively. From the results, guaranteed node 6

and 2 know that the �rst minislot is dedicated to guaran-

teed node 6 and the second one is dedicated to guaranteed

node 2. The remaining minislots, 3, 4, and 5 (called the

contention minislots) may be accessed by other nodes in

contention. In slot k+1, this procedure is repeated. Then,

minislot 1 is dedicated to guaranteed node 3 in k+ 2. The

remaining minislots, 2, 3, 4 and 5 may be accessed by other

nodes via contention mechanism.

contention minislot

reservation information

Time

access node
star

coupler control node

k

k-1

1 2 6

k+1

reservation
information

reservation minislot

reservation
minislots contention

minislots

Fig. 7. An example of reservation control procedure.

Fig. 8 shows the pre-transmission and the transmission

control procedures. Since bits 1 and 3 are marked in slot

k, nodes 6 and 2 are allowed to use reservation minislots

1 and 2 in slot k + 1 according to the reservation control

procedure. On the other hand, the remaining nodes may

select minislots among contention minislots 3, 4, and 5. In

this example, it is assumed that node 1 randomly selects

minislot 4 among contention minislots 3 to 5. In slot k+1,

node 1, 2, and 6 transmit a request packet in minislots

4, 2, and 1 through the transmission control procedure,

respectively.

After a round-trip delay, in slot k+2, every node receives

the returned request packets, one-by-one, and runs the

transmission control procedure. Since the request packet

Time
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1 2 3 4 5

6 2 1
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9 11 5destination
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Fig. 8. An example of pre-transmission and transmission control
procedures.

on minislot 1 is successfully returned, data channel 1 is as-

signed to the request packet. It means that node 6 sends

a data packet to node 9 on data channel 1 in slot k + 3.

Similarly, data channel 2 is assigned for the second request

packet on minislot 2 and data channel 3 is assigned for the

third request packet on minislot 4. Consequently, in slot

k + 3, nodes 1, 2 and 6 tune their transmitters to data

channel 3, 2, and 1, and send data packets to node 5, 9,

11. After a round-trip delay, nodes 5, 11, and 9 also tune

their receivers to data channel 3, 2 and 1 to receive the

data packet.

The proposed protocol is a simple distributed algorithm

based on a contention mechanism. The control node re-

peatedly sends reservation information followed by m min-

islots. Wile transmitting reservation information, the con-

trol node only manages the reservation marks according to

the reserved bandwidth. Every access node uses the data

channel through the pre-transmission of a request packet

without maintaining any reservation history called global

information [10]. The request packets will be transmitted

on the minislots. Guaranteed nodes use reservation min-

islots and the other nodes use contention minislots. The

reservation minislots carry request packets without colli-

sion, but the contention minislots are subject to collision.

Data channels are dynamically allocated based on the suc-

cessful return of request packets on a FCFS basis.

This protocol only shows the possibility of the bandwidth

guaranteed protocol in WDM local networks. It does not

describe any speci�c implementation. For implementing

protocol, therefore, various schemes can be designed. We

can conceive measurement-based or on-demand schemes for

managing the reservation marks. In �xed scheme, the con-

trol node sends the reservation marks at �xed interval. In

the measurement scheme, the control node checks the us-
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age of the reservation marks and regulates the frequency

of reservation marks. In on-demand scheme, the reserva-

tion marks can be directly controlled by the guaranteed

nodes. Although the last one provides the best perfor-

mance, it requires accurate bit-by-bit synchronization at

the optical layer. It may be applicable once the optical

technology is mature. Therefore, in what follows, we only

consider �xed allocation scheme. The other variations for

variable-length packet and asynchronous protocol are re-

mained further studied areas.

III. Performance Results

In this section, we verify the performance of the proposed

protocol with computer simulation. The following perfor-

mance result does not reect an optimal solution. Instead,

this result shows some performance examples as a proof of

the protocol. In the results, the o�ered load, p is de�ned

as the probability that a packet is generated when a node

is in empty. p has a value from 0 to 1. Throughput is

de�ned as the number of packets transmitted per a slot.

For a node, throughput can be 0 to 1. For the entire net-

work, throughput may have a value from 0 to the number

of data channels, N (N > 1) (i.e., throughput for the en-

tire network may be greater than 1). This is because WDM

network can provide multiple data channel, concurrently.

In the simulations, we assume that each node contains

a single bu�er [10] and it belongs to either the idle or the

backlogged states. Only idle nodes can generate a new

packet with probability p. Backlogged nodes can not gen-

erate new packets, but retransmit old ones with probability

1. The destination of new arrivals and backlogged pack-

ets is selected among M nodes with uniform distribution.

There is no loss in the node [9]. The other parameters are

set as follows. M = 50 (MG = 10; MU = 40), N = 5,

m = 10� 20, � = 0� 4, and X = 10. Node 1 and 2 reserve

one slot every two slots (0.5 packets=slot), node 3 and 4

reserve one slot every four slots (0.25 packets=slot), node

5 to 8 reserve one slot every �ve slots (0.2 packets=slot),

and node 9 to 10 reserve one slot every ten slots (0.1

packets=slot). The remaining nodes 11 to 50 do not re-

serve any bandwidth. The simulation is run for a total of

65,000 slots.

Fig. 9 shows the throughput of each node versus the

o�ered load underm = 20 and � = 0. In this �gure, we only

show the throughput of nodes 1 to 30. The remaining nodes

31 to 50, have the same result of node 30. Fig. 10 show the

results with simulation as two dimensional graph under the

same conditions. As shown in these results, the throughput

of the guaranteed nodes can smoothly increase up to the

reserved bandwidth. On the other hand, the throughput

for the UN-guaranteed nodes stabilize at a lower level and

every node has almost same result. This means that the

guaranteed nodes can access the data channel up to the

reserved bandwidth and the other nodes can fairly share

the remaining bandwidth.

Figs. 11-12 show the throughput of the guaranteed node

1 and the UN-guaranteed node 15, respectively, for var-

ious m (= 10 to 20). The results show that the pro-

posed protocol can guarantee the reserved bandwidth and

the guaranteed bandwidth is independent of m. But, the

throughput of the UN-guaranteed nodes decreases when

m is small. This is because minislots are assigned to the

guaranteed nodes. The remaining minislots are used by

the UN-guaranteed nodes. Hence, the throughput of UN-

guaranteed nodes is worse when m is small.
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Figs. 13 and 14 show the throughput versus the o�ered

load for guaranteed nodes and UN-guaranteed nodes with
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di�erent � (=0,2 and 4). In this simulation, we assume

that m=20. These �gures show that throughput for each

node is independent with � . It means that the proposed

protocol can be run regardless of the propagation delay.
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Fig. 15 shows the simulation results of the average delay

for each node. For the guaranteed nodes, the delay curve is

almost at. For the UN-guaranteed nodes, the delay at low

load region is lower than that of guaranteed nodes. But, the

delay rapidly increases at medium and high load regions.

The guaranteed node has to wait until a reserved slot is

available. On the other hand, UN-guaranteed node can

immediately access any minislotwhen a new packet arrives.

However, the minislot may be blocked repeatedly. So, the

delay is unbounded. This means that the guaranteed node

has some initial delay but it does not increase even when

the o�ered load is high. Moreover, the delay is bounded

by the inter-arrival time of the reservation marks. On the

other hand, UN-guaranteed nodes have no initial delay is

not bounded.

Fig. 16 compares the network throughput with and with-

out reservation capability. The throughput of the proposed

protocol is better than the throughput of the contention

protocol without reservation capability. With the reserva-

tion capability, guaranteed nodes can get up to the reserved

bandwidth. Moreover, the remaining bandwidth is fairly

shared. So, the throughput can be sustained at higher

level even for overload condition. On the other hand, the

contention protocol without the reservation capability [10]

has a major drawback when the tra�c load becomes high.
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IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a bandwidth guaranteed

multi-access protocol for broadcast-and-select WDM local

area networks. The proposed algorithm is a contention and

reservation scheme, where data channels are dynamically

assigned. It is a �rst approach to add bandwidth guarantee

capability on the contention mechanism. The contention-

based mechanism can provide high performance for on-

demand tra�c. Moreover, the bandwidth is fairly shared

by all nodes. The reservation mechanism can guarantee

the minimum bandwidth for the guaranteed nodes. By re-

serving minislots instead of the data channel, the proposed

protocol utilizes the data channels even when the reserva-

tion is not used. This protocol is easily implemented in

a distributed environment without the need to maintain

any global information. Moreover, the protocol has the

same performance for the system with large propagation

delays. Although we only describe the protocol for �xed

packet sizes, but the protocol can be easily enhanced for

the variable-length packet, too [14].
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